SCULPTURE

Above the main entrance to the tower is a cast concrete, high-relief plaque of the phoenix with outstretched wings, sculpted by Robert B. Howard. This
mythical bird, reborn in fire, is a symbol of San Francisco, whose history is punctuated by many catastrophic
blazes. In the center of the parking plaza stands a 12’
bronze statue of Christopher Columbus by Vitorio Di
Colvertaldo. It was given to the city by its Italian community in 1957.

SOCIAL REALISM AND
CONTROVERSY

Controversy over the heavy social criticism present in
almost all the murals delayed the official opening of
the gallery from May until October of 1934. Social Realism was an artistic trend beginning in the 1930s with
antecedents in the Ashcan School and the mural paintings of Diego Rivera. It was a style which combined
genre painting of everyday life with biting sociological and political comment. Social Realism achieved
its greatest flowering in federally-funded murals such
as these, mandated to illustrate the times. These were
liberal painters of protest fueled by the inequities and
horrors of the Depression. Their large talents enabled
them to express their concerns powerfully. In 1934 San
Francisco suffered from major labor strikes; any social criticism was deemed offensive and inciting. Only
one fresco was actually censored; everywhere remains
both implicit (somber colors, brooding and angry faces, backbreaking toil) and explicit (headlines, book
titles) objections to daily life.
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And Its Art
Frescoes depicting“Life in California...1934.”
A legacy of 25 Artists of Social Realism and their Assistants.
A Public Works of Art Project

LILLIE HITCHCOCK COIT 1843-1929

Coit Tower was built solely as monument to the legacy of Lillie Hitchcock Coit who left a $125,000 bequest to San Francisco to be spent “for the purpose of
adding beauty to the city which I have always loved”.
Well ahead of her times, Lillie often dressed as a man
to gamble in North Beach saloons, smoked cigars,
publicly ice-skated in shortened skirts, and was even
discovered by her husband on a men’s camping trip.
She spent several years wowing the courts of Europe
after a deranged relative took a shot at her in a San
Francisco hotel. Today she is best known for her lifelong passion for firefighting. After becoming a mascot to the Knickerbocker Hose Company #5 in 1863,
she rarely missed a blaze. Coit Tower is the tangible
result of her flamboyant love affair with the city.

FRESCO TECHNIQUE

All the murals ringing the central section of the
building are frescoes. This ancient technique of
wall painting was revived during the Renaissance
and largely abandoned in the 1600s in favor of
more expedient methods. First, a master plasterer
applies a thin coating of fresh (fresco, in Italian)
plaster to the wall, but only as much as the artist
can cover in one day, about two square feet. The
artist then paints with a wet brush dabbed in dry
pigments. The lime in the plaster binds the paint to
the wall. Fresco painting presents several problems.
It is slow, each stroke is final and colors cannot be
blended as with oils. Yet the results create a monumental feeling of simple, bold forms, well-suited to
the covering of large wall space. It is a great credit
to these artists that so much detail could be included
given the restraints of the medium.

Coit Tower, a fluted, reinforced concrete column, rises
212 feet above Telegraph Hill and offers magnificent
views of the Bay Area from an observation gallery
at its top. Its architect was Henry Howard, working
for the firm of Arthur Brown, Jr., which created San
Francisco’s City Hall and Opera House. Contrary
to popular belief, it was never intended to resemble
a firehose nozzle. Howard’s simple, vertical design
was selected because it best created a monumental
statement within the small site and small budget of
$125,000, and because it complemented the proportions of the hill. The Tower rests on a base originally intended to be a restaurant housing temporary
exhibitions. To avoid looking topheavy, the shaft is
18” narrower in diameter at the top than at the bottom, a refinement which required shaving the wooden forms used for pouring the top concrete sections.
The flutes give strength to the design and lead well
into the series of arches at the top. The tower, with its
symmetrical simplicity and sleek linearism, achieves
a successful union of classicism and Art Deco. It was
completed in 1933.

PIONEER PARK

The green summit of Telegraph Hill is called Pioneer
Park, so named for the group of public spirited citizens who bought the land and gave it to the city
in 1876. Because of its commanding views, the hill
housed a signal station in 1849 to relay news of ships
entering the Bay to the business community along
Montgomery Street, hence the name Telegraph Hill.
San Francisco’s contact with the world then was by
sea, and all arrivals were important events. In the
1880s, the site briefly contained an observatory and
elegant restaurant. The venture failed when attempts
to bring customers to the top proved too costly and
too dangerous.

THE MURALS
The murals represent the first major relief work commissioned by the U.S. Government Public Works of
Art Project (PWAP). The idea to cover the bare walls
of the tower with frescoed murals was implemented
by Dr. Walter Heil, Director of the Legion of
Honor Museum. He selected 25 artists and
numerous as-sistants to complete the decorations,
awarding the larger spaces to the better-known
members of the group. Although paid only $38
per week, the best of Bay Area artists were
attracted to the project. De-spite the many hands
at work here, there is a unity of the whole owing
to the common subject matter, scale, and the
color pigments prepared on site. The stairway and
second floor are available to the gen-eral public
only with a docent-led guided tour. These tours are
available for $8, and are limited to 6 peo-ple at a
time. City Guides also does two free tours a week,
one on Wednesdays and one on Saturdays.The
artists’ work, which is the largest collection of
PWAP art in the country, has been viewed by visitors
since 1934. We hope to allow this collection to be
admired for decades to come, and allow the close
proximity, which makes this collection unique.
Please refrain from touching the art work!
The stairway and second floor murals are available for
viewing only with a docent-led tour (fee $5). The small
spaces and proximity to these artworks require
more stringent protective measures.
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1.
Animal Force and Machine Force. Ray Boynton, fresco, 10’x36’
This large space is skillfully organized by division into three areas: on the left - an
illustration of man and animal-powered activities; on the right - modern techniques;
in the center, over the doorway - a circle containing symbols of the mystic forces
of nature, sun, moon, rain, lightning, and a Herculean pair of all-seeing eyes.The
contrast of old and modern seems to favor the old. On the right, concrete and metal
dominate the landscape; what hillside remains is being eaten away by the
power shovel. Boynton’s assistant transformed a niche into a rocky grotto in which
sits a boy staring at an open book of information on the murals and tower.

Your tour begings on the wall facing
the entrance to the elevator lobby, and
continues clockwise around the gallery.

2.
Power (over door). Frederick Olmsted, fresco, 2’X3’
To make absolutely certain that the viewer leaves the tower with a message from
the murals, here appears the clenched fist salute of social revolution.
3.
California Industrial Scenes. Gordon Langdon, fresco, 10’X 24’
This scene shows a lumber mill on your left and a milking operation on the right.
Bold architectural elements organize the variety of foreground detail. Especially
note the man in the silo (said to be artist John Howard) gazing out at San Francisco
Bay.
4.
Meat Industry. Ray Bertrand, fresco, l0’X10’
Four intent figures illustrate the processing, inspection and packaging of meat. An
alcove window becomes a sausage smoker. Nearby North Beach was a hub of
salami production.

12.
Newsgathering. Suzanne Scheuer, fresco, 10’x10’
The mural illustrates the genesis and exodus of a newsstory from the newsroom
where information is assembled, to the mechanics of its production (typesetters
and printers), and finally to its distribution (newsboy), On the window sill a San
Francisco Chronicle announces the completion of the project.
13.
Industries of California. Ralph Stackpole, fresco, l0’x36’
An artistically contrived cross-section of, to our left, a refinery, a foundry, and to
your right, a packaging and canning factory is shown here. The factory scene
illustrates the labor-intensive industrial practices of the times.
14.
Surveyor (to the left of windows) and Steelworker (right). Clifford Wight, fresco,
10’x4’ These larger-than-life prototypes of their professions are depicted with the
tools of their trades. Over these murals and above the windows were various symbols and texts, including “Workers of the World Unite.” Too politically explosive for
the Art Commission, the whole section was deleted.
15.
Railroad and Shipping. William Hesthal, fresco, 10’x10’
A railroad yard and shut-down wharf are shown here strewn with weeds, suggesting the lack of commerce in the 1930’s.

5.
California Agriculture. Maxine Albro, fresco, 10’x42’
An expansive view of California agriculture illustrates
from left to right: the production of cut flowers, hay harvest, vegetable farming, orchard scenes (oranges for
packing, apricots for drying) and winemaking. The background hills represent an anthology of California conditions ...Springtime green, summer golden, and a winter
peek at the peak of the snow-covered Sierra Nevada.

8.
Banking and Law. George Harris, fresco, 10’x10’
Lawyers in thought and research represent the legal
complexities of the day, created in part by the collapsing commodity and stock markets depicted over the
window. Book titles offer amusing, sarcastic and serious comments on fellow artists and the times. Banking
is shown as a vault full of that elusive necessity--cash.

10.
Stockbroker. (to left of windows) and Scientist (right).
Mallette Dean, fresco, 10’x4’
The proper and ponderous stockbroker is shown as
he has just heard or is about to give some bad news.
Gloomy financial reports continue to arrive on his ticker-tape. The scientist appears with his observatory which
cleverly encloses a light switch.

6.
Farmer (left of windows) and Cowboy (right). Clifford
Wight fresco, 10’X 4’
The use of a low horizon increases the monumental feeling of these figures. They become almost heroic symbols
of their trades because of their great size.

9.
City Life. Victor Arnautoff, fresco, 10’x36’
This panoramic street scene includes (from left to right): a
street repair crew halting cars and a group of pedestrians,
quite oblivious to the major accident behind them. Such
self-centered lack of concern for others, an expression
of the Depression mentality, is also shown by the dapper gentleman to the right of the newsstand who, while
absorbed in his own financial news, steps on the bad
news of others. A newsstand announces the collapse of
a stock and offers socialist papers and a magazine cover
of Mae West. Another pedestrian scene, a policeman,
and a vignette of produce workers complete the mural.

11.
Library. Bernard Zakheim, fresco, 10’x10’
This library scene reveals a periodicals section on the
right and a reading room on the left. The man reaching
for a book by Karl Marx suggests the reaching for an
alternative form of government, an interpretation which
raised concerns at the time. Of particular notice are the
headlines reflecting the grim stories of the day. The overseer of the mural project is pictured reading the book,
“Weird Spirit.”

7.
Department Store. Frede Vidar, fresco, 10’x10’
Yesterday’s prices, sheet music and fashions appear
in the department store interior. The prospect of a 25
cent lunch does little to cheer the patronage here.

16.
California Industrial Scenes. John Langley Howard, fresco, 10’x24’
This scene transmits the despair of the Depression. A
crowd of unemployed men present themselves on the
left with a paper announcing a Mayday labor protest. In
the center, tent dwellers pan for gold while women cope
with chores of living, Behind, a group of day-trippers view
this scene of poverty as if it were a tourist attraction. On
the right, the insides and out of a drilling operation are
shown.
17.
Bay Area Hills. Rinaldo Cuneo, oil, 9’x4.5’
These landscape lunettes present the gently rolling hills of
California.
18.
Bay Scene. Jose Moya del Pino, oil, 9’x4.5’
Two figures sit atop Telegraph Hill looking northwest to
the hills of Marin County, just as you yourself would be
were this picture a window. Artistic license has been taken
in the arrangement of elements to enable you to view the
waterfront, Alcatraz Island and the bayside of Marin.
19.
San Francisco Bay. Otis Oldfield, oil, 9’X4.5’
From the top of Telegraph Hill, this scene offers an arranged view of landscape to the east. Yerba Buena Island
minus Treasure Island is off to the right being passed by
the ferry traffic to Berkeley and Oakland.

